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Possessed by the demon of Defeat, Strider cannot
lose a challenge without suffering unimaginable pain.
For him, nothing stands in the way of victory. Until
Kaia, an enchanting Harpy, tempts him to the razor's
edge of surrender. Known among her people as The
Disappointment, Kaia must bring home the gold in
the Harpy Games or die. Strider is a distraction she
can't afford because he has an agenda of his
own—steal first prize, an ancient godly artifact, before
the winner can be named. But as the competition
heats up, only one prize will matter—the love neither
had thought possible.…
Honor Among Rogues Alexander Edgware, Lord
Xavier, has quite a reputation--for daring, wagering,
and wickedness in all its delightful forms. But the
wager before him is hardly his preferred sport:
Xavier must persuade a proper young lady to attend
his famously naughty Christmas house party--and
stay the full, ruinous two weeks. Worse, the lady is
Louisa Oliver, a doe-eyed bookworm Xavier finds
quite charming. Yet to refuse the challenge is
impossible--he will simply have to appoint himself
Miss Oliver's protector. . . Mischief Among Misses
Louisa knows her chance for a husband has passed.
But she has no desire to retire into spinsterhood
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without enjoying a few grand adventures first. When
Lord Xavier's invitation arrives, Louisa is more
intrigued than insulted. And once inside the rogues'
gallery, she just may have a thing or two to teach her
gentlemen friends about daring. . . "Delightfully
romantic. . .will set your heart on fire." –USA Today
bestselling author Julianne MacLean Praise for
Theresa Romain's Season for Temptation "Give in to
temptation--treat yourself to Theresa Romain's
delightfully witty debut." --USA Today bestselling
author Sally MacKenzie "Hilarious and utterly
adorable. Theresa Romain's brilliant debut manages
to be both passionate and just plain fun." –USA
Today bestselling author Courtney Milan
Book One in the Immortal Ops World Spin Off
Shadow Agents / PSI-Ops! Shapeshifter Military
Paranormal Romance Total surrender doesn't come
easy to a natural born alpha. Shape-shifting Special
Operative Brad Durant has been held against his will
by the enemy for nearly a year. He’s given up hope
and is fast giving up his will to survive, that is until a
hot-tempered, redhead succubus is placed in the cell
next to his. She calls to his wolf on a primitive level
and he won’t let anyone or anything harm her.
Giving his body to the little minx is easy, but
guarding his heart is much harder. Genre: romance,
paranormal, shifter, military, special ops, vampire,
werecat, werelion, alpha male, werewolf romance,
bad boy hero, humorous romance, romantic
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suspense, action and adventure, shapeshifter,
romantic comedy, fantasy, sci-fi, Science Fiction &
Fantasy, Thriller & Suspense, Wizards & Witches,
Genetic Engineering, Fae, wererat, werepanther,
weretiger
A young boy's wish . . . Lauren Richmond is
determined to help an orphaned boy whose only
wish, besides longing for a family, is to meet his
hero, bull-riding champion Rafe Dalton. The
gorgeous, sexy cowboy isn't easy to get a hold of,
and when Lauren finally tracks him down she finds a
"No Trespassing" sign on his front gate, and milehigh walls around his heart. A woman's
determination . . . Rafe has no desire to be anyone's
hero, and after living a solitary life the past year, he
resents this beautiful woman's attempts to make him
believe otherwise, all for the sake of granting a
young boy's wish. His dark, brooding attitude does
nothing to deter her, either, and he's unprepared for
the desire she awakens in him, along with the slow,
gradual surrender of his hardened heart.
The spoils of war are being divided... As Fiona
struggles to survive in the aftermath of a brutal war,
she worries her sick mother won't make it long
without the medication she so desperately needs.
When turncoats offer a way to keep her mother safe,
she can't refuse--even though it means marrying
Merokk, a fearsome Kall warrior, and posing as the
First Daughter, Betsy Carson. The turncoats assure
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her the marriage will be in name only--but she soon
learns Merokk not only intends to consummate their
union, but he expects her to share his bed nightly.
Furthermore, she will be subject to his rules and firm
discipline. He's been given a human female... Kall
warrior Merokk has mixed feelings about retiring
from battle and marrying a human woman, but it's his
duty to his people and he can't refuse. One look at
Betsy and he's filled with the powerful urge to
conquer the beauty who's been given to him as the
spoils of war. He enjoys taming the headstrong
human female and, as the months pass, discovers
his feelings for his little wife run deep. But when he
learns of her deceit after the real Betsy Carson
surfaces, Merokk's new world comes crashing down.
Can he learn to forgive Fiona, or will he spend the
rest of their lives punishing her for a crime she never
wanted to commit? Publisher's Note: Surrender is a
novel length re-release of a novella by the same
name that was first published in 2013. This version
has been significantly lengthened, re-edited, and
includes a new ending.
With his auburn hair and lean build, Kierland Scott
looks more man than lycan. But his wolf instincts are
aroused by the gray-eyed Morgan Cantrell. Not
because of her beauty, but because of her long-ago
betrayal, a fateful choice that made their love
impossible. Now, however, the two Watchmen must
team up, leaving the placid Lake Country for the
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forests of Scandinavia. To rescue Kierland's brother,
they must track a vampire—and use their combined
shape-shifting sensitivities in a battle that will take
them beyond death. As the two learn to seek
together, they begin to understand the history that
has driven them apart. But they will have to
overcome death itself, if their shared passion is to
have a chance.
When Sable sneaks into Devlin’s room to spend
some time with him before her heat is upon her, she
sets into motion a series of events that will ensure
that she cannot walk away in five days time as is
normally done. Devlin will not let her go and she will
not leave him. A prophecy written 5000 years ago is
finally being fulfilled, and the people involved have
no choice but to be swept up in its powerful
prediction. Love and pain go hand in hand as Devlin
and Sable strive to reach each obstacle set in their
way.
Ivan Korovin is determined to cement his evolution
from dirt-poor, dreamless kid to billionaire
philanthropist. First he has a serious PR problem to
take care of: outspoken Miranda Sweet has ruined
his repuation by labeling him "Caveman #1" in her
bestselling book. The solution? Give the ravenous
public what they want—to see the enemies become
lovers! From the red carpet in L.A. to black-tie charity
balls in Moscow, they play out their pretend love
story for all the world to see. But beneath the glare of
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the spotlight, it's getting harder to tell what's real and
what's for show.…
Surrendering her heart could be the scariest thing of
all... Miss Jane Dalton, one of London’s most
successful matchmakers, believes it's much safer
bringing couples together than falling in love herself.
In fact, she could not think of anything more
frightening than to have loved and lost. Fate,
however, disrupts her plans to remain a single
matchmaker when Mr. Nicholas Waverley, her
brother’s best friend, is forced to kidnap her after
she becomes entangled in an assassin’s web.
Forced together under dangerous circumstances,
Jane realizes her true feelings for Nicholas. In the
end, however, is her love for him worth the fall? The
Matchmaker's Surrender is a Regency romance
novella and the second book in The Matchmaker's
Series.
Amber Morris, a professional criminal profiler from
South Africa, is summoned to assist the NYPD with
profiling the Parks Killer, a sadistic serial killer.
Feeling a strange connection to the Parks Killer,
Amber has a dark past filled with abuse,
degradation, and murder. These contribute to her
having a damaged psyche and a dark inhibitor,
which she calls her “jaded co-pilot.” Amber meets
Police Chief Gil Channing, the attractive head of the
NYPD Midtown North Precinct. His hazel-green eyes
intrigue her from the start. While jogging through
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Central Park, Amber sees the Parks Killer torturing
his latest victim. She severely injures herself and the
killer, bravely saving the life of the woman he
planned to murder. Recovering from her injuries, she
bumps into a young medical resident, John Caleb
Pierce, they connect instantly. Through a series of
incidents, Amber is forced to make peace with the
jaded part of herself and finds love in the arms of two
men, Gil and John. Amber has two sides to her,
making each man fulfil a different need. On the one
side, she needs to be loved. On the dark side, she
longs to be dominated. Amber’s perfect world is
ripped apart when an unwelcome visitor from her
past murders one of the men she needs to feel
whole. Will this bring her two sides together or
forever tear her apart?
THE COWBOY’S SURRENDER The Sweeter
Version: Book Two The Diamondback Ranch
Sweeter Series Contemporary Western Romance
Novel 52,000 words/149pp AUTHOR'S NOTE: This
is a SWEETER (NOT sweet and clean) version of
The Cowboy’s Surrender. It's the same characters
and story, but with love scenes that are less graphic
and explicit. If you want a hotter sexier read, check
out the original version in The Diamondback Ranch
Series. BLURB: Copper River Oil Company is drilling
for oil on the Diamondback Ranch. Dallas McCade
can't do a thing to stop them, because he doesn't
own the mineral rights. To add insult to injury,
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they've sent a woman to oversee the operation.
Dallas has good reason to distrust women. As soon
as he sets eyes on Gillian Bankston, he loses his
temper . . . and his control. That makes him spitting
mad and frustrated as hell. Gillian has never met a
man quite like Dallas. He's as prickly as a cactus, but
his kisses are hot enough to ignite a West Texas
wildfire. Gillian's been burned before and wants
nothing to do with love . . . or lust. Battle lines are
drawn and it's war between the sexes. Will they
surrender to the powerful attraction neither can
deny? Who will be the first to wave the white flag?
EXCERPT: "I know this is only a job to you," Dallas
said softly, trying to control his temper. "But to me,
it's much more. I would do anything in my power to
get Copper River Oil off my land. Anything."
Something flared in the brown eyes. Dallas saw the
glimmer of outrage in the velvety depths. He wished
he could see Gillian's eyes darken with passion. His
body tensed when she leaned her fists on the
opposite side of the desk and faced him almost nose
to nose. The lady wasn't a coward. Didn't back
down, he had to give her that. "I understand
perfectly. And if you're trying to intimidate or threaten
me--I'd think better of it, if I were you." Dallas
suddenly became aware of just how close Gillian
was to him. Creamy white skin stretched across
delicate cheekbones, dusted with the barest hint of
pink. Dark, lush lashes framed her chocolate-colored
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eyes. Her lips were full and inviting, even if her
words were not. For weeks, he had been tormented
by this woman. Now he wanted to taste her. He
needed to taste her. "I don't want to intimidate or
threaten you," Dallas said, glancing from her eyes to
her mouth. He almost came unglued when her
breath caught and she quickly moistened her lips
with the tip of her pink tongue. "And I've just thought
of something much better." He moved forward and
captured her mouth in a kiss. KEYWORDS: sweeter
romance, inspirational, Texas romance, cowboy
romance, rancher, alpha male, mystery, suspense
Summer Surrender by Maureen Child\Peggy Webb
released on Jun 24, 2004 is available now for
purchase.
Ripped from her family at the top of Infinity Cliff, Kimi
McKenna finds herself thrust somewhere into the
future. Dark elements threaten to destroy the earth
unless Kimi can work together with the white witch to
stop the destruction. Confused by her mate's role in
the conspiracy, she refuses to acknowledge the
connection. But amidst raging fire and attacks on the
people she is coming to hold dear, she allows Maska
O'keefe into her heart. Maska O'keefe has loved the
beautiful shapeshifter for years. Unable to save her
life years ago, he vows to watch over her as he is
given a second chance to convince her that even
though he is a witch and not a shifter, they are
indeed soul mates. Kimi's divided loyalties between
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her family and the cause she is now a part of will
determine their relationship. Only the part she plays
as the messiah can bring this to a conclusion in the
final battle.
Crown Prince Kaden SuMartra knew trouble when
he saw it walk through his office door. Arinna may
look like an angel but she tempted him like a siren
luring him in to crash and burn. There was no doubt
she’d play the starring role in his fantasy’s, but no
matter how interesting and unique he found her, he
wasn’t going act on them. Kaden knew from an
early age, his purpose in life. Every decision he
made was for the good of the country, from his
education, to the woman he would marry. With his
path in life laid clearly before him, how did Arinna
muddy it up beyond recognition? Arinna was
honored to be selected to work in the palace.
Though she never imagined she’d be assigned to
work with the crown prince. It only took a day for her
excitement to fade when she discovered why… in her
opinion, nobody else wanted the position. Prince
Kaden is arrogant and bossy yet perplexingly
handsome. His broody blue eyes were mesmerizing
and when they glare at her she wants to punch him
in the gut or rip his shirt open and lick him. Neither
was an option. Her dream job quickly became more
than she could handle and so was her feelings for
the Prince. Kaden must decide if responsibility rules
his heart, or does Arinna. The royal SuMartra family
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begins with: The Royal Vow Series Sweet Royal
Beginnings Sweet Surrender Sweet Denial Sweet
Seduction Sweet Temptation Sweet Destiny Note:
They Royal Vow Series can now be purchased in 2
box sets. Royal Vow Box Set Books 1-3 Royal Vow
Box Set Books 4-6 Now it's time for the second
generation: The Royal Heirs Over Ruled Silent
Surrender Royal Surrender Surrender to Love
Undeniably His
When Englishwoman Catherine Haynes loses both
her parents and her home in 1856, she decides to
cross the Atlantic to find her American mother's
family in Louisiana. She enlists the help of Tom
Worthington, a dashing Key West man who makes
his living salvaging wrecked ships, but whose real
goal in life is to bring to justice the man who stole his
father's ship and caused his untimely death. When
Catherine finally arrives at her family's plantation,
she finds it in disarray and her family absent
landowners. Torn between returning to Key West
with Tom or beginning the hard work of restoring the
plantation, Catherine soon finds herself snared in a
plot to steal her inheritance. When an incredible
secret comes to light, both she and Tom will face a
choice. Can they relinquish the dreams that have
been holding them captive in order to step forward in
faith--even if it costs them everything?
Three full length rock star novels in one limited
edition set. Love Evolution is a rock star romance
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based on Shakespeare's Twelfth Night. After the
death of her twin brother, nineteen year old guitar
prodigy Avery Jones finds herself desperate, alone,
and out of options. Hope arrives in the form of a job
opening with Brutal Strength, one of the biggest rock
bands out there. Only problem is temperamental
lead singer Marcus Anthony doesn't want a woman
in the group. So Avery and her manager Trevor
come up with a plan involving a Bieber haircut and
men's clothing. No one seems to be onto their little
con. But what happens when Avery starts falling for
Marcus? Will she be able to continue with the farce
or will the whole thing come crashing down around
her like a house of cards? (Revised and additional
content, including 2 new chapters and an epilogue)
Love Revolution is a rock star romance inspired by
Shakespeare's Much Ado About Nothing. The
wheels of love are always turning at Black Cat
Records. Things are just starting to settle down
when two Texas sisters start to stir things up at the
Vancouver record label. CEO Mary Timmons sets
spirited country superstar Sara Daniels on a collision
course with cocky rocker Chris Alex. Meanwhile,
Brutal Strength's suave drummer, JR, has his head
turned by pretty young intern, Samantha Daniels. Do
all their highways lead to happiness or will the
wheels fly off when the sisters' tragic past comes
back to haunt them? Love Resolution is a rock star
romance inspired by Shakespeare’s The Tempest.
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To forgive or not to forgive...There's a storm brewing
at Black Cat Records and lead singer Marcus
Anthony and guitarist Avery Jones are at the center
of it. Brutal Strength is leaving Vancouver and
heading out on a big stadium tour with the reprobate
rockers from Tempest as their opening act. Avery is
forced to deal with a troubling figure from her past
while being pursued by Tempest's tatted bad boy,
Bryan 'Bullet' Jackson. Meanwhile, Marcus must
battle his own internal demons as well as this rival
for Avery's affection. Can Avery and Marcus keep
their fairy tale happily ever after together when the
prevailing winds of the real world are against them?
Book 3 in the Sinclair Sisters Series
Wrongly imprisoned whistle-blower Rachel Pierce
would rather take her chances with her court appeal
than accept her place as the first Interstellar Bride
destined for the Colony. She's stubborn and
determined to seek justice—and her freedom—on
Earth...but her mates are not willing to risk her life or
her future on a system they believe to be both
primitive and corrupt. Maxim of Prillon Prime fought
ten long years in the Hive wars. Captured and
tortured with his second, Ryston, they escaped only
to be rejected by their own people and condemned
to life on the Colony with the other "contaminated"
cyborg warriors. As leader of Sector 3, it's Maxim's
duty to set an example for his warriors and summon
a bride. When she refuses transport, he can't allow
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her rejection to demoralize an entire planet of battle
hardened but jaded warriors. Maxim and Ryston
transport to Earth where they decide she's theirs and
a maximum security human prison will not keep
them apart. Getting Rachel to the Colony is only the
first challenge they will face. Convincing their
beautiful mate to surrender to not one, but two
dominant warriors is another. Even if they can win
her love, a new evil is rising on the Colony and
someone close to Maxim will be its first victim.
Maxim will be its second, unless Rachel's love and
relentless pursuit of the truth proves strong enough
to save him. If you love romance in the style of Nalini
Singh, Christine Feehan, J.R. Ward, Lara Adrian, S.
E. Smith, and out-of-this world outer space
adventures like The Expanse, Star Trek, Star Wars
and Stargate, be sure to read USAT Bestselling
Author Grace Goodwin's exciting science fiction and
paranormal book series! Aliens, adventure, and hot
romance all in one place! Over one MILLION books
sold! **Tags: alien romance, sci-fi romance, science
fiction romance, paranormal romance, psychic
romance, shifter, space fleet, space opera,
interstellar brides, mail-order bride, arranged
marriage, shifter, mate, alien mate, fated mate,
reverse harem, scifi romance, scifi alien romance,
scifi harem, The Colony, IBP, Prillon, Warrior, Atlan,
Warlord, Everis, Hunter, Cyborg, Viken, Rogue 5,
Kronos, Cerberus, Astra, matched mate, Trion,
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Coalition Fleet.
U.S. Marshal Jedidiah Brown knew Susannah
Calhoun was trouble from the first day he met her.
The blonde beauty turns men's heads with her looks
and charm to get her way, but he certainly never
expected to find her in a jail cell accused of murder!
Pursued by those who want to see her hanged,
Jedidiah is duty-bound to escort her to Denver for
her trial. But will they be able to clear her name in
time, or will their burgeoning love be cut short by the
hangman's noose?
CONNIE BROCKWAY sweeps readers into the
ballrooms and boudoirs of Regency-era London and
on to the Scottish Highlands in a sizzling tale of
scandal, deception, and breathtaking passion.
Charlotte Nash is the most impulsive of the Nash
sisters. Using her position as one of London's most
popular and naughty debutantes, she assists English
spies in conveying messages that will help them
infiltrate Napoleon's inner circle -- and fulfill the
mission her father died trying to achieve. But only as
a courtesan can she infiltrate London's most
notorious gatherings and retrieve a crucial
document. Is she ready to take part in a deception
that will leave her reputation in shreds? And when
Highlander Dand Ross -- a dangerous, disreputable
blackguard -- reappears in her life and offers his aid,
dare she accept it? The exquisite pleasure she finds
in his arms might be worth the price of her surrender,
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but is the dark Highlander who loves her so
passionately really just luring her toward the ultimate
betrayal?
A possible career-ending injury has Miami-based
baseball player Carlos Bradley retreating from the
world. He's hired a designer to restore his secluded
tropical mansion, and the designer, Virginia
Andersen, can't believe her new employer is a
baseball legend. When he insists she move in during
the renovations, Virginia soon finds herself sharing
his bed. Is she ready to overcome her doubts to fight
for a future with the man of her dreams?
An unconventional princess. A man sent to protect
her at all costs. Navy SEAL and Special Ops Major
Anthony Garrison has secretly had Princess
Shayla’s six for the last four years. He’s been her
comrade, confidant, and drinking buddy, all while
fighting a growing attraction. Watching asshole guys
hit on her as he’s forced to deny his own desires is
slowly driving him crazy. When the princess is
captured and held hostage, Anthony blames himself
and goes against great odds to save her. Princess
Shayla is held prisoner for months and begins to
lose hope of ever being rescued. Her one regret is
never having acted on her attraction to her co-pilot
and friend. Now she doesn’t know if he’s a captive
like her…or even alive. During a courageous rescue
attempt, Anthony becomes both her savior and a
stranger who’d lied to her for years. Still, the lure of
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her desire proves stronger than her distrust of the
man who betrayed her. Anthony may be the only
person to help her heal, but can she trust him to be
more? Then one night… One kiss changes
everything.
“No one does lush, riveting romance like Anne
Mallory. Her books are like chocolate—decadent and
delicious.” —Sarah MacLean “Anne Mallory gives
classic romance a fresh and delightful spin with her
clever plots and winning imagination.” —Teresa
Medeiros Surrender completely to the lush, wicked,
and sizzling hot historical romance of Anne Mallory.
She totally captivates with In Total Surrender—a
breathtaking love story that carries the reader from
Regency London’s glittering underworld to the
ballrooms of the beau monde, as the stonehearted
king of the demimonde sets his sights on the one
woman who shakes him to the core: an exquisite
society beauty who is far more than she seems.
Lush, colorful, and sensuous—a Regency Era delight
in the bestselling vein Julia Quinn and Elizabeth
Boyle—In Total Surrender will enthrall romance
aficionados from the very first page.
SURRENDER MY LOVE is a USA TODAY
BESTSELLER The Bradens are a series of standalone romances that may also be enjoyed as part of
the larger Love in Bloom series. "You can always
rely on Melissa Foster to deliver a story that's fresh,
emotional and entertaining. Make sure you have all
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night, because once you start you won't want to stop
reading. Every book's a winner!" New York Times
Bestselling Author Brenda Novak "Melissa Foster is
synonymous with sexy, swoony, heartfelt romance!"
New York Times Bestseller Lauren Blakely Fall in
love with Cole Braden in the Bradens of Peaceful
Harbor. Hot, sexy, & wickedly naughty second
cousins to the Weston, Colorado Bradens we know
and love. In SURRENDER MY LOVE... Annalise
"Leesa" Avalon never realized that one sentence
could change her life until one of her students
revealed his crush--and within twenty-four hours she
finds herself under fire. After a grueling investigation
that turns her life upside down, she steals away to
Peaceful Harbor, Maryland, with a new identity to try
to pull herself back together and figure out her next
step. From the outside, Cole Braden lives a charmed
life. He's a top orthopedic surgeon with a thriving
practice, strong family ties, and friends he adores.
But there's a lonely spot inside Cole that no one can
see. He has an enormous heart--and a painful
past--but the desire to love and be loved is too
strong to ignore. A chance encounter brings Leesa
and Cole together, and the attraction is immediate
and intense. But a relationship is the last thing Leesa
needs--and the only thing Cole wants. Long talks,
heated moments, and deep connections are hard to
resist, but the harder Cole tries, the more Leesa
pulls away. Cole might truly be the right man for
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Leesa, but is Leesa the right woman for him? WANT
MORE BRADENS at PEACEFUL HARBOR? THE
BRADENS (Peaceful Harbor, MD) Healed by Love
(Nate) Surrender My Love (Cole) River of Love
(Sam) Crushing on Love (Shannon) Whisper of Love
(Tempest) Thrill of Love (Ty) The Bradens are part of
the Love in Bloom big family romance collection.
Love in Bloom books may be read as stand-alone
novels or as part of the series. Characters from each
sub-series appear in future books. SNOW SISTERS
Sisters in Love Sisters in Bloom Sisters in White
THE BRADENS (Weston, CO) Lovers at Heart,
Reimagined (Treat & Max) Destined for Love (Rex &
Jade) Friendship on Fire (Josh & Riley) Sea of Love
(Dane & Lacy) Bursting with Love (Savannah &
Jack) Hearts at Play (Hugh & Bree) THE BRADENS
(Trusty, CO) Taken by Love (Luke) Fated for Love
(Wes) Romancing My Love (Pierce) Flirting with
Love (Ross) Dreaming of Love (Emily) Crashing into
Love (Jake) THE REMINGTONS Game of Love
(Dex) Stroke of Love (Sage) Flames of Love (Siena)
Slope of Love (Rush) Read, Write, Love
(Kurt)Touched by Love (Boyd) SEASIDE SUMMERS
Seaside Dreams (Bella) Seaside Hearts (Jenna)
Seaside Sunsets (Jamie) Seaside Secrets (Amy)
Seaside Nights (Sky) Seaside Embrace (Hunter)
Seaside Lovers (Grayson) Seaside Whispers (Matt)
REVIEWS "With her wonderful characters and
resonating emotions, Melissa Foster is a must-read
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author!" New York Times Bestseller Julie Kenner
"...love, loss, lies, grief, finding happiness in the face
of adversity, romance, humor, bravery, hot hot hot
sex scenes, marriages, births and totally awesome
characters." --Supportive Business Moms, UK "Like
Nora Roberts, Melissa Foster has captivated me with
her fantastic, sexy, romantic stories." K. Winning
NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY
BESTSELLING AUTHOR Melissa Foster is a New
York Times & USA Today bestselling and awardwinning author. She writes sexy and heartwarming
contemporary romance, new adult romance, and
women's fiction with emotionally compelling
characters that stay with you long after you turn the
last page. Melissa's emotional journeys are lovingly
erotic and always family oriented. Melissa loves to
chat with book clubs and readers, invite her to your
next event. Foster's love stories are perfect steamy
romance beach reads for fans of big-family, smalltown romance. The characters are romantic and
loyal, some are billionaires, others are not, and
you're always guaranteed a happily ever after. This
book will resonate with people looking to read: smalltown romance, feel-good romance, contemporary
romance, romantic comedy, series, romantic comedy
series, racy, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming
romance, family, love, love books, kissing books,
emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary
romance, romance series, long series, long romance
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series, sassy, captivating romance, hot, hot
romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon,
beach romance, books for summer, books for the
beach, beach series, sweetbriar, seaside, love in
bloom, bradens, remingtons, ryders, whiskeys,
wicked, dirty, fierce, alpha heroes, funny romance,
laugh romance, modern romance, cape cod, cape
cod romance, USA today, USA today bestseller,
smart romance, something funny to read, billionaire,
billionaire romance, love story, millionaire, wealthy
heroes, happily ever after, happy ending,
lighthearted romance, light romance, hot romance,
romance for adults, contemporary romance 2020,
funny romance, funny romance new, swoonworthy,
romance series, romance series, romance books,
beach reads, new adult, small-town, funny, female,
stories, sensual, sensual romance, alpha male,
dominant male, hot guy, fun summer reads, love and
friendship, new romance series, hot romance series,
new small-town series, beach reads 2020, new
beach read, free beach house book, free beach
romance, free summer romance, free vacation
romance, free summer book, steamy romance,
romance series, family romance, big family, friend
romance, friends to lovers, contemporary crush, love
story, romance love, new adult romance, billionaire
romance, contemporary romance and sex, romance
billionaire series, friendship.
Scarred emotionally and physically after surviving an attack
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by the Lancer, a serial killer preying on London's society
women, Gwen Marsh seeks refuge in charity work, until
Taylor Stafford, haunted by his own wife's murder, seeks her
help in bringing the madman to justice. Original.
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
Elisabeth Naughton comes a new story in her House of Sin
series… The leaders of my House want her dead. The men
I’ve secretly aligned myself with want her punished for
screwing up their coup. I’ve been sent by both to deal with
her, but one look at the feisty redhead and I’ve got plans of
my own. Before I carry out anyone else’s orders, she’s going
to give me what I want. And only when I’m satisfied will I
decide if she lives or dies. Depending, of course, on just how
easily she surrenders... **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a
standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to an
author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the
author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as
we do.**
A playboy in hiding A woman searching for answers Will he
let her in or send her packing? After a tragic accident, Chef
Chase Fitzgerald left his life in Los Angeles behind and
moved to a ranch in Montana. He's convinced that all he
needs to be happy are his horses, a few ranch hands and the
Big Sky Country. Until one day, Nikki Savoy walks through his
doors with her city clothes, sexy mouth, and a body designed
to drive a man insane. Nikki wants to know the truth about the
accident that left her sister in a coma. Getting a job at
Chase's ranch is just the beginning. Throw in a crafty
housekeeper, a cantankerous old cowboy, a few adorable
horses, and an attraction that can't be denied, and you have a
recipe for disaster or romance. Will Nikki get her answers or
will Chase offer her something better?
True love, revenge, and everything in-between. Welcome to
Killer Love, an addictive romantic suspense series "that grabs
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you and doesn't let go until the very end. Then, you'll want
more!" -Goodreads Once upon a time, I fell in love with a boy
I shouldn't have. He made love to me and left town without
saying goodbye. But then, he came back... Enter a world of
sinfully seductive anti-heroes, strong-willed heroines, and a
criminal organization that stands in the way of happily ever
after. Surrender includes the final three books in this thrilling
series: Mad Love, Cruel Love, and Endless Love, along with
special epilogues for all five couples that you don't want to
miss!
Fleeing Devon Cavanaugh, the man who rescued and
seduced her, Katrina Lawson hides from him in a Cornish
village, but when poverty reduces her to a life of smuggling,
she realizes she must return to Devon. Original.
The Dilemma: How to get over a man-summer gone bad?
Ban males next time out. The Bet: No sex this summer
vacation. So who will not hold out the longest? First there was
Bianca Bianca St. James is desperately pretending her
billionaire playboy client isn't fiendishly hot. Self-control…not a
chance! Then Madison Safely away from temptation, Madison
Garrett's confident she'll win the wager…until she sees her
travel companion. Will all bets— and clothes—be off? And
finally Emma Emma Jacobs was set up. Now she's alone in
the wilderness with her achingly hot former high school
sweetie…surely no one will notice if she's a little bad, will they?
May the best woman win!
????????????????????????????????????????????????24??1
2110?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????7??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
When Majesty Wild’s pilot husband was killed, his double
life—and a mountain of debt—was exposed. With her family's
Adirondack Mountain Lodge falling into disrepair, Maj decides
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to reopen the lodge to take control of her life. Noah Decker
literally flies his airplane into Maj’s new life, but she refuses
to be distracted by another flyboy—even though he’s in
construction and is ruggedly sexy… Contemporary Romance
by Garda Parker; originally published by Zebra
Capricia Rossi has a huge problem, one that she has decided
that her best male friend and notorious playboy, Tiziano
Fertelli, can help with. She’s sexually frustrated and needs a
man to help satisfy her desires quickly. However, she doesn’t
want all of the drama and heartache that can come with
getting seriously involved with someone. Been there, done
that—twice—and has the scars to prove it. So what’s her
solution to the problem? Convince Tiziano that he’s the
perfect man to give her what she needs—on a casual basis.
Tiziano has never been more shocked than when Capricia
Rossi takes off all of her clothes in front of him. They are
good friends and share a lot, but this is a side of Capricia he
never thought that he’d see. The problem is, now that he
has, he wants to see a lot more. However, Tiziano has a
significant challenge on his hands. He knows that he and
Capricia can be more than just casual lovers. He just has to
get her to surrender to his terms.
A debt repaid…in the form of her surrender. Rich and
powerful, Maddux Wilder has built his empire with one
thought in mind…exacting revenge against the man who killed
his parents. But he never planned for his enemy’s daughter,
Arabella Cole, to offer herself in exchange for her father’s
debt. Innocent and captivating, Maddux can’t resist her
allure, or the lust she stirs within him. When Arabella
sacrifices her life to save her father’s, she does so with the
intention of hating the man who now owns her. But beneath
Maddux’s gruff, boorish exterior she discovers a compelling
man. One who makes her burn with need and awakens deep,
forbidden desires she can’t deny. Soon she’s surrendering
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more than just her body to Maddux. What starts as an act of
vengeance becomes something far more consuming. Can
this beauty tame the beast, or will revenge cost them both
everything that matters most? SINFUL SURRENDER is a
seductive and modern take on Beauty and the Beast.
Arriving at Mordeaux Castle to claim the woman he loves,
Lady Nicola Mortimer, Fawkes de Cressy finds that she is no
longer the woman he once knew and vows to discover the
dark secret that is tormenting her so that they can start a new
life together, one filled with trust, love, and passion. Original.
Lucy Goodwin knows more about horse breeding than a
proper young lady should. Her brother’s thoroughbred
business has given her purpose and independence, but when
an accident leaves her solely in charge, despair and
destruction threaten her every move. Trapped in an
impossible position, Lucy must do the right thing and watch
their dreams crumble, or save their livelihood at a cost too
great to bear. Lord Philip Lyton, Marquess of Chalifour is a
member of the prestigious Jockey Club, dedicated to
eliminating cheating in horse racing. Trouble raises its ugly
head when his business partner falls foul of an accident and
he’s suddenly forced to deal with the man’s sister, who
seems alarmingly out of her depth. Chalifour respects Lucy’s
steely resolve, but knows that single-mindedness can be the
most dangerous trait of all. She might be beautiful and
beguiling, but Lucy Goodwin is keeping secrets and Chalifour
is determined to find out what they are.
Traditional Chinese edition of Paper Towns by John Green, a
science fiction thriller. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by
Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Librarians who work with readers will find this well-loved
guide to be a treasure trove of information. With descriptive
annotations of thousands of genre titles mapped by genre
and subgenre, this is the readers' advisor's go-to reference. •
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Helps librarians answer the challenging question "What
should I read next?" • Helps LIS students understand popular
genres and better select books for which readers are looking
• Serves as a starting point for library patrons looking for their
next read
Copper River Oil Company is drilling for oil on the
Diamondback Ranch. Dallas McCade can't do a thing to stop
them, because he doesn't own the mineral rights. To add
insult to injury, they've sent a woman to oversee the
operation. Dallas has good reason to distrust women. As
soon as he sets eyes on Gillian Bankston, he loses his
temper . . . and his control. That makes him spitting mad and
frustrated as hell. Gillian has never met a man quite like
Dallas. He's as prickly as a cactus, but his kisses are hot
enough to ignite a West Texas wildfire. Gillian's been burned
before and wants nothing to do with love . . . or lust. Battle
lines are drawn and it's war between the sexes. Will they
surrender to the powerful attraction neither can deny? Who
will be the first to wave the white flag? KEYWORDS: cowboy
romance, Texas romance, alpha male, series romance, small
town, rancher, steamy romance, mystery, suspense
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